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Niret Alva is an Indian television producer who is the co-founder and chairman of television production
company Miditech.. Miditech first made a documentary series on the environment, Living on the Edge for
Doordarshan, and went on to make documentaries for the BBC, Discovery and National Geographic, before
entering the entertainment genre around 2004, with Indian Idol (2004â€“2009), Galli ...
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Karol Bagh, also spelled as Qarol Bagh, pronounced [qÉ™roË•l baË•É£]), is a mixed
residential-cum-commercial neighbourhood in Delhi, India, known for its shopping streets, like the Ghaffar
Market and Ajmal Khan Road.It is one of the three administrative subdivisions, of the North Delhi district, of
the National Capital Territory of Delhi, with the other two being, Darya Ganj and Paharganj.
Karol Bagh - Wikipedia
DÃ©buts : Une carriÃ¨re instable (2007-2012) Sonam Kapoor entre dans l'industrie du cinÃ©ma comme
assistante de Sanjay Leela Bhansali pour la rÃ©alisation du succÃ¨s critique et public Black ().Elle fait ses
premiers pas d'actrice aux cÃ´tÃ©s de Ranbir Kapoor dans Saawariya du mÃªme rÃ©alisateur sorti en
2007.Le film Ã©choue au box-office mais son jeu est remarquÃ© des critiques.
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